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Introduction
Florida is the largest supplier of domestic winter strawberries in the United States. In 2016, Florida accounted for approximately 22% (450 million dollars) of the total US strawberry production value (2,065 million dollars) (USDA-NASS 2017). The total strawberry acreage in Florida reached 10,900 acres in 2016, and the Florida strawberry industry employed an estimated 15,000 workers annually (Guan et al. 2015). However, the industry has faced many challenges over the past few years. Labor shortage is one of the top three challenges.

Labor is the largest cost item in the Florida strawberry production budget; it accounts for about 40% of production cost. Florida strawberry growers rely mostly on migrant workers for field work. Almost all migrant workers in the United States come from Mexico, and a large portion of migrant workers work without authorization, as indicated by the National Agricultural Workers Survey (USDL 2016). Stricter enforcement of border control and immigration policies is reducing migrant labor supply, while improved economic opportunities are also attracting some workers back to Mexico, further shrinking the pool of migrant workers in the United States. This publication summarizes the results of a labor survey, evaluates labor shortages in the Florida strawberry industry, and discusses potential solutions.

Labor Use Survey
In cooperation with the Florida Strawberry Growers Association (FSGA), we conducted a labor survey in 2016 to gather information on labor supply and demand during the 2014/15 season and the 2015/16 season. An 18-question in-person interview with strawberry growers was conducted to gather information on grower and farm characteristics, employee recruitment, labor demand and supply, and the perception and use of the H-2A guest worker program. The growers were asked to provide the following:

- Average number of workers actually needed
- Average number of workers employed
- Average number of workers who quit
- Wage ($/hour, or $/flat in piece rate) paid to employees
- Yield abandoned due to labor shortages (flats)

Growers with different operation sizes were interviewed. The total acreage of survey participants was approximately 2,180 acres, or 20% of the total Florida strawberry acreage.

Labor Demand
Strawberry production requires intensive labor input. Major tasks include bedding, planting, runner cutting, spraying, and harvesting. In Florida, the demand for farm workers starts in September when bedding begins and
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Labor Shortages

Almost 80% of the respondents reported facing labor shortages during the entire strawberry season. The labor shortage was more serious during the peak harvesting period, especially for large farms. Only 20% of the respondents who reported hiring workers through the H-2A program did not have labor shortage issues during the harvesting season. Figure 1 presents the number of workers required and the number actually employed by the strawberry growers. On average, 43 workers were employed at the beginning of the harvesting season in November. The growers required around 57 workers for 100 acres of land, suggesting a shortage of 14 workers. During March, growers needed 112 workers per 100 acres but were only able to hire 77, resulting in a shortage of 35 workers per 100 acres. The graph shows that the labor shortage became more severe through the season (except in January where there was a dip). In March, labor shortages were the most severe because workers migrated to other crops or regions (Guan, Quishim, and Wu 2018).

All respondents reported paying at least the minimum hourly wage rate during the strawberry season. At the beginning of the season when the yield is low, a high piece rate must be paid to meet the minimum wage requirement. The growers who hired H-2A workers reported paying more per hour than other growers.

Conclusion

Labor shortages are a major threat to the Florida strawberry industry. The current labor crisis in Florida is a result of the shrinking pool of migrant workers and the unavailability of American workers. Labor shortage increases the labor cost of strawberry growers and makes it even more difficult to compete with the low-cost Mexican strawberry industry.

To reduce labor shortages, Florida growers are relying on the H-2A guest worker program to hire foreign guest workers. The respondents in our survey who hired H-2A workers reported that they did not face any labor shortages during the strawberry season. However, the H-2A program is expensive because H-2A workers receive a higher, adverse effect wage rate (AEWR) as well as free housing and transportation. Growers who hire H-2A workers also report that the process is complicated and time-consuming.

Effective use of the H-2A program may require diversifying the crop mix (Guan et al. 2015). Given that a large labor force is only required during the peak harvesting time, growers can extend the potential contract period for H-2A workers by diversifying the crop mix. A longer contract period can significantly reduce the hiring and overhead costs per unit of harvested product such as visas, transportation, and housing (Guan et al. 2015). Diversifying crops can also extend the contract period for domestic workers who prefer permanent rather than seasonal employment. An extended contract period will thus encourage domestic workers to stay, which will help alleviate the labor shortage problem.

To address labor shortages, growers are also looking to adopt labor-saving technologies. Growers led by the Wish...
Farms are investing to develop mechanical harvesters. Mechanical harvesting has the potential to significantly reduce production costs, increase industry competitiveness, and induce expansion of the industry. More importantly, it will provide a reliable replacement for labor in the face of a diminishing labor pool.
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